Abstract. We investigate the geometry of a random rational lemniscate Γ, the level set {|r(z)| = 1} on the Riemann sphereĈ = C ∪ {∞} of the modulus of a random rational function r. We assign a probability distribution to the space of rational functions r = p/q of degree n by sampling p and q independently from the complex Kostlan ensemble of random polynomials of degree n.
Introduction
The current paper investigates the geometry and topology of random rational lemniscates, a theme that offers a complementary viewpoint (namely, seeking the typical outcome as opposed to the extremal outcome) to many classical studies and quickly leads to open problems that are simple to state.
Lemniscates.
A rational lemniscate Γ is the level set {z ∈ C : |r(z)| = t} of the modulus of a rational function r(z). For a generic rational function r(z) of degree n, we can express this in terms of two complex polynomials p and q of degree n (1) Γ = z ∈ C : p(z) q(z) = 1 .
Alternatively, writing the defining equation of Γ as p(z)p(z) − q(z)q(z) = 0 and setting z = x + iy, we see that a lemniscate of degree n is a real algebraic curve of degree 2n. In fact, some of the classical examples of algebraic curves are lemniscates [30, p. 120-124] . From yet another point of view, lemniscates have been studied extensively in logarithmic potential theory [42, 43] ; notice that Γ can be viewed as the zero set of the logarithmic potential log |p(z)| − log |q(z)| generated by n positive charges (positioned at the zeros of p) and n negative charges (positioned at the zeros of q). Lemniscates appear in a variety of specific studies and applications including approximation theory (e.g. Hilbert's lemniscate theorem and its generalizations [49, 39] ), topology of real algebraic curves [3, 9, 27] , elliptic integrals from classical mechanics [2] , holomorphic dynamics [38, p. 151 ], numerical analysis [46] , operator theory [47] , so-called "fingerprints" of twodimensional shapes [10, 51] , moving boundary problems [29, 36] , as critical sets of planar harmonic mappings [28, 35] , and in the theory and applications of conformal mapping [4, 22, 26] .
For a generic rational function r(z) = p(z)/q(z) its degree n determines the number of zeros and poles. On the other hand, the geometry and topology of the level set Γ is more diverse. For example, the maximal (spherical) length of Γ is 2πn [13, Theorem 2] , but any outcome in the interval (0, 2πn) can be realized. Concerning the topology of Γ, it is generically a smooth curve that can consist of at most n topological circles (see Proposition 5 below) , and all possible configurations of these circles in the plane (up to isotopy) can be realized (see Proposition 7).
1.2. Random lemniscates. In this paper, motivated by the high level of variability in the geometry and topology of rational lemniscates, we investigate the average outcome of certain properties, while considering the defining polynomials to be random complex Kostlan polynomials (also called elliptic polynomials, or Fubini-Study polynomials). Namely, in (1) we let: (2) p(z) = n k=0 a k z k , and q(z) = n k=0
where the coefficients a k and b k , are independent centered complex Gaussians with:
Ea j a k = δ jk n k and Eb j b k = δ jk n k .
One important feature of this probability distribution is that the random rational function p/q is invariant under special unitary Möbius transformations (see Lemma 2 below):
as random rational functions, if λλ + µµ = 1.
Remark 1. The poles and the zeros of p/q are independent and distributed in the same way; using the explicit form of this distribution, S. Zelditch and O. Zeitouni [52] have derived a large deviation principle for the empirical measure associated to the zeros of a random complex Kostlan polynomial.
1.3. The average length. A. Eremenko and W. Hayman [13] have proved that the maximal length of Γ (measured with respect to the spherical metric induced by the stereographic projection σ : S 2 →Ĉ) is 2πn, the extremal case being given by the rational function r(z) = z n . The following theorem is proved below for the average length E|Γ| in our random model. It is interesting that the average outcome turns out to have a simple answer 1 considering that expressing the length of specific lemniscates can require elliptic integrals.
Theorem. The average spherical length of Γ is
The proof is given in Section 3 and consists of two parts. The unitary invariance of the model corresponds to invariance under rotation of the Riemann sphere; using this fact we apply the integral geometry formula in order to reduce the computation of the expectation of the length to the evaluation of a Kac-Rice integral (equations (9) and (10) below). This ultimately reduces to a one-dimensional integral:
where ρ(x 1 , x 2 ) denotes the joint probability density function of the two random variables:
where a 0 , a 1 , b 0 , b 1 are the random coefficients from (2) above. The second part of the proof, an exact evaluation of the integral in (3), is performed using the method of characteristic functions (i.e. Fourier transformation):
Using the fact that sX 1 + tX 2 is a Hermitian quadratic form in Gaussian variables, we can obtain explicitly the characteristic functionρ(s, t) = 1 (1+nt 2 /4) 2 +s 2 . The integration for recovering ρ(0,
n is carried out using residues, and the evaluation of (3) is then elementary. This explicit computation of (3) serves as a paradigm for analyzing a finer geometric property of Γ, its number of "meridian tangents".
Meridian tangents.
Before moving to the study of the topology of random lemniscates, we investigate another geometric feature 2 , the number ν(Γ) of times that Γ is tangent to some real line through the origin in C. Working in spherical coordinates (θ, φ) on the Riemann sphere, ν(Γ) equals the number of critical points of the function θ| Γ : Γ → S 1 , and thus measures the number of times Γ "changes direction" with respect to the meridian field. (The 1 The known outcome for the Kostlan random curve is also simple, see Figure 2 . 2 For the nodal set of random plane waves, a similar quantity, the average number of vertical tangents, has been computed by M. Krishnapur, to which the authors are grateful for having shared with them his preprint.
projection to θ is undefined at the origin and at infinity, but the probability that Γ passes through one of these points is zero.)
Theorem. The expectation E ν(Γ) of the number of meridian tangents of a random lemniscate Γ is asymptotic to
n.
The number ν(Γ) can also be used to estimate the number of components of Γ, using Morse inequalities. Namely,
+ #{components that loop around the origin}.
In this context, the precise evaluation of the constant in the above theorem is important, since the resulting upper bound has the same linear growth rate as the deterministic statement b 0 (Γ) ≤ n, but with a sharper constant, see Section 1.5 below (the number of components that loop around the origin turns out to be O( √ n), a lower order term). Using rotational invariance the computation of Eν(Γ) is reduced again to a Kac-Rice type integral (this time for a system of equations):
where ρ(0, 0, h 1 , h 2 ) denotes now the joint density of four random variables, each of which is a Hermitian quadratic form in Gaussian variables, note the analogy with (3).
The detailed form of the above integral is displayed in equation (20) below, and its exact evaluation is performed in Section 4.2. While the procedure follows the same general outline as in the computation of the average length, the method of characteristic functions is much more difficult to execute in the case of meridian tangents.
1.5. Hilbert's Sixteenth Problem for random lemniscates. A rational lemniscate of degree n is a special real algebraic curve of degree 2n (whose defining equation is |p| 2 −|q| 2 = 0). The first part of Hilbert's sixteenth problem concerns the topology of real algebraic curves and their embeddings. The problem has a long and fascinating history and is far from complete in its general form. It is known that a smooth plane curve of degree n can have at most (n−1)(n−2) 2 + 1 components (Harnack's bound 3 , see [6] ), but in the special case of a rational lemniscate we have indeed (see Proposition 5):
On the other hand, concerning the arrangement of the components in the plane all possibilities can occur. We prove this result in Proposition 7; it is well-known among experts, but we were unable to find an appropriate reference.
From the probabilistic point of view, this deterministic statement has a "local" version provided by the following theorem. We say that two pairs of manifolds (B 1 , A 1 ) and (B 2 , A 2 ) are isotopic if there exists a homeomorphism ψ : B 2 → B 1 that restricts to a homeomorphism ψ| A 1 : A 1 → A 2 (i.e. the two embeddings A 1 → B 1 and A 2 → B 2 look the same).
Theorem. For every disk D of radius O(n −1/2 ) in the Riemann sphereĈ = C ∪ {∞} and any arrangement (i.e. embedding) of finitely many circles A → D there is a positive probability
The proof is inspired by the so called barrier method, introduced by F. Nazarov and M. Sodin [40] for the study of nodal sets of random spherical harmonics and extended in [34, 18, 16] to the study of random algebraic hypersurfaces. The current application uses transversality from differential topology combined with Markov's inequality from probability. After rescaling the variable z → n −1/2 z, we show that with some positive probability (independent of n) the prescribed arrangement is not only realized by a fixed number of terms but with a transversality that is stable with respect to the random perturbation represented by the remaining terms. Showing that (with some positive probability) the perturbation is sufficiently controlled is the crucial step that relies on Markov's inequality. This adaptation of the barrier method has some similarities with the one used to study real Kostlan curves in [18] . However, in the context of the random lemniscate model, the rate of scaling for the localized arrangement leads a maximal rate of growth (as n → ∞) for the global topological complexity; this follows from the fact that the statement in the corollary below has the same order of growth as the deterministic upper bound.
We note that the above theorem implies in particular that the average number of components of Γ is bounded below by c 1 n for some c 1 > 0: (4) Eb 0 (Γ) ≥ c 1 n. It is in fact enough to consider the arrangement S 1 → D, which appears with some positive probability c > 0 in a neighborhood with radius of order n −1/2 : covering the sphere with order n many disjoint such neighborhoods provides on average order n many components. Combining (4) with an upper bound (either the deterministic one or the improvement coming from the average number of meridian tangents), we derive the following corollary (see Section 5.4 for a more detailed statement and proof).
Corollary. The random lemniscate Γ has on average order n many components.
1.6. Random curves. The study of random real algebraic varieties and their topology has become very active recently, having interactions with Statistical Physics and Random Matrix Theory [7, 16, 17, 18, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41, 44, 45] .
Previous studies have considered several models of random algebraic curves. Most attention has been focused on the real Fubini-Study model [16, 34] , the complex Fubini-Study model [17, 18] (also known as the Kostlan model), and random spherical harmonics [40] (whose nodal sets comprise a special class of algebraic curves). Each of these models is a Gaussian model (where the defining polynomials have Gaussian coefficients). A random curve of degree n sampled from the real Fubini-Study model has on average order n 2 many components, while the average number of components for the Kostlan model has order n. The random lemniscate model studied in this paper has some similarities to the Kostlan model, see Figure  2 and Section 6 below.
A principal challenge in studying the random lemniscate model is that it is not Gaussian, but rather the coefficients are Hermitian forms in complex Gaussian variables. Another interesting non-Gaussian random curve model is the determinantal model discussed in [33] : the defining polynomial is the restriction to the unit sphere S 2 ⊂ R 3 of the polynomial random lemniscate Kostlan random curve Figure 2 . A comparison of the average outcomes for the random lemniscate and the Kostlan random curve.
p(x, y, z) = det(xQ 1 + yQ 2 + zQ 3 ), where Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 are random GOE(n) matrices. The coefficients are products of n-many Gaussians; very little is known on this model. Nazarov and Sodin [41] have developed general results that establish the existence of asymptotic laws for the number of components (in addition to the order of growth). It would be interesting if this approach could be adapted to non-Gaussian models such as the random lemniscate model.
Related problems.
In this paper, we have considered the average spherical length of a rational lemniscate. The alternative problem of determining the average planar length of a polynomial lemniscate will be considered in a forthcoming joint work with Koushik Ramachandran. Such is motivated by seeking a broad point of view on the Erdös lemniscate problem [12, 11] that asks for the maximal planar length of a monic polynomial lemniscate. The conjectured [12, 11] extremal case {|z n − 1| = 1} has recently been shown by A. Fryntov and F. Nazarov [15] to be locally extremal. They also confirmed that as n → ∞ the global extremal length is 2πn + o(n), which is asymptotic to the conjectured result.
Concerning the topology of lemniscates, an attractive direction is to investigate the typical Morsification of the modulus of a random rational function (or polynomial). This requires studying the whole one-parameter family of lemniscates {|r(z)| = t} and the arrangement of the singular levels that are encountered as t varies. Although a probabilistic study on this topic seems rather ambitious at this stage, deterministic studies [9, 3] have already provided complete classifications including combinatorial schemes for enumerating generic Morsifications (both in the case of polynomials and rational functions).
A slightly different model of random lemniscates arises in the study of random harmonic polynomials. A (complex) harmonic polynomial is a polynomial of the form F (z) = p(z)+q(z), where p and q are analytic polynomials. The critical set (where the Jacobian determinant vanishes) is a rational lemniscate (the "critical lemniscate" associated to F ):
Critical lemniscates have been studied recently in [28] , and in [35] we posed the problem of studying the average number of components of the critical lemniscate associated to a random harmonic polynomial. In the case when p and q are Kostlan polynomials as in [35] of the same degree n, we conjecture the same outcome as in the above corollary-that the average number of components of a critical lemniscate grows linearly with n. Another object of interest is the image under F of the critical set, referred to as the caustic. The caustic generically has cusp singularities, and it would be interesting to determine the average number of cusps on the caustic associated to a random harmonic polynomial F .
1.8. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce some preliminary tools. In Section 3 we prove the statement on the average length of random lemniscates. The average number of meridian tangents is computed in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to Topology: the deterministic study of the possible arrangements of the components of a lemniscate is discussed in Section 5.2 and the local probabilistic study in Section 5.3; the application to the average number of components is in Section 5.4. For comparison the Kostlan model is briefly discussed in Section 6 (see also the table in Figure 2 ).
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Preliminaries
2.1. Kac-Rice type formulas. An essential ingredient for our study is the Kac-Rice formula.
In a general setting: we want to compute the number of solutions of a system of random polynomial equations F (z) = (f 1 (z), . . . , f k (z)) = 0, where z ∈ R k (in our cases z ∈ C or z ∈ S 2 ). We denote by ρ(u, v; z) the joint density of the random variable (F (z), JF (z)), i.e. for any measurable subset U ⊂ R k × R k×k :
Then the Kac-Rice formula [1, Theorem 11.2.1] asserts that for a region D:
(we refer to the dz integrand as the Kac-Rice density). In order to apply [1, Theorem 11.2.1] some regularity assumptions are required on the random field F ; it easy to check that the cases of our interest these assumptions are always satisfied. In the sequel we will need the following elementary Lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f : R 2 → R be a random field and set F = (f, ∂ x f ) : R 2 → R 2 . Assume that F satisfies the assumptions of [1, Theorem 11.2.1]. Denote by ρ(x, y, h 1 , h 2 ; z) the joint density of the random vector:
. Then the Kac-Rice density at z ∈ R 2 for the system {f = ∂ x f = 0} can be written as:
Proof. Denote by P (x, y, g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 ; z) the joint density of:
and by p(x, y; z) the joint density of (f (z), ∂ x f (z)). The claim follows from (5) using the following chain of equalities:
Unitary invariance.
We endow the extended complex planeĈ = C ∪ {∞} with the metric induced from the unit sphere under stereographic projection σ : S 2 →Ĉ (this is called the Riemann sphere), defined for (x, y, t) ∈ S 2 ⊂ R 3 by:
The action of the orthogonal group on the sphere defines in this way an action of SO(3) on C, which we still call the orthogonal action.
Lemma 2. With the above choice of the random polynomials p and q, the random rational function z → p(z) q(z) is invariant under the orthogonal group. In particular the random lemniscate Γ is invariant.
Proof. First recall that there is a diffeomorphism α : CP 1 →Ĉ between the complex projective line and the Riemann sphere given by
Moreover under the map α the metric on the Riemann sphere pulls back to (four times) the Fubini-Study metric. The special unitary group SU (2) acts by isometries on the projective line with the Fubini-Study metric by:
Under the identification provided by α, this action is simply the covering homomorphism SU (2) → SO(3); in particular to prove the invariance of p/q it is enough to prove the invariance under SU (2) of p/q • α as a rational function on CP 1 . The composition p/q • α is simply given by:
where h p and h q are the homogenizations of p and q:
Finally, the fact that the random polynomials h p and h q are SU (2) invariant follows from [5, Theorem 1, Chapter 12.1].
Remark 2. Notice that the composition of p with a rotation of the Riemann sphere (a special type of Möbius transformation) can change it to a rational function (and not just simply a polynomial). On the other hand, the composition of both p and q with a rotation changes this rational function p/q to another rational function which (after clearing denominators) is the quotient of two polynomials; the previous lemma indicates that these two polynomials have the same distribution as the original ones.
Remark 3 (The Riemann sphere and the complex projective line). The pullback of the round metric g S 2 on the sphere via the stereographic projection σ, defined in (6), is a Riemannian metric σ * g S 2 onĈ called the spherical metric. Similarly, one can consider the map s : CP 1 →Ĉ defined by s([z, w]) = z/w, and consider the pull-back of the Fubini-Study metric g CP 1 (see [21] ). The relation between these two metrics is:
(in other words CP 1 with the Fubini-Study metric is isometric to the sphere in R 3 of radius 1/2). One can consider the lemniscate Γ as defined on CP 1 by:
The two objects (1) and (8) are the same, except for the metric (the spherical lemniscate is twice as long as the projective). We notice that adopting the projective viewpoint the unitary invariance of Lemma 2 becomes more clear; moreover the definition of a lemniscate can also be generalized to higher dimensions, simply as the preimage of the unit circle under a rational map r : CP k →Ĉ.
3. Geometry: the average length of a rational lemniscate Theorem 3. Let Γ be a random lemniscate as defined by (1) and (2). Then the expectation E|Γ| of its spherical length is given by:
Proof. The proof is divided into two sections. First we use integral geometry and invariance of the model to show that E|Γ| = 2π 2 C(n), where C(n) is a Kac-Rice integral. Then in Section 3.2, we compute C(n) = √ n 3.1. Reduction to a Kac-Rice integral. Below we will let S 1 denote the meridian on the sphere S 2 that corresponds (under stereographic projection) to the real axis in the complex plane. Identify a point θ ∈ S 1 on this meridian with the angle measured from the direction (0, 0, −1); the image of θ under stereographic projection is tan θ 2 . Applying the integral geometry formula [25] , we have:
where the integral over the orthogonal group is with respect to the normalized Haar measure. Taking the expectation on both sides, we find that
i.e., the average length is determined by the average number of zeros of the function h(θ) = f tan θ 2 over the interval −π < θ < π. This number can be computed using the Kac-Rice formula. In terms of the joint probability density ρ(h, h ; θ) of h(θ) and h (θ), the average number of zeros is given by:
Using again the rotational invariance, the inside integral is independent of θ, and we have:
Let now ρ(x 1 , x 2 ) denote the joint density of the random variables X 1 , X 2 defined as:
Referring back to (9) we thus have:
where
is a Kac-Rice type integral that we compute next.
3.2.
Computation of the Kac-Rice integral. Finally, we compute the integral appearing in (11) using the method of characteristic functions (i.e., Fourier transformation). By the Fourier inversion formula, we have:
Rearranging the expression in the exponent, we have:
We notice that we can write the expression:
as a Hermitian quadratic form in the complex normal random vector a = (a 0 , a 1 ), where:
Similarly, denoting by b = (b 0 , b 1 ), we can write:
By independence, we have:
Using [48, Eq. 4(a)] while taking L = diag(1, n), V = (0, 0), and t = 1 (while treating our variables s and t in Q as parameters), we have:
Combining this with (12) while setting x 1 = 0, we have:
where we have performed the above integrations using residues. Finally, the integral (11) is now elementary to compute:
and (10) becomes E|Γ| = π 2 2 √ n, as desired.
More Geometry: the average number of meridian tangents
Fixing a point z ∈Ĉ, say the north pole, consider the projection on the equator perpendicular to z:
If (θ, φ) are the standard spherical coordinates, then we simply have:
For every measurable subset A ⊂Ĉ, we denote by ν(A) the number of critical points in A of the restriction h| Γ (notice that with probability one Γ doesn't pass through z or its antipodal, where h is not defined). The number ν measures the number of times Γ is tangent to a meridian, naively the number of time Γ "changes direction". Because of invariance under the orthogonal group, the expectation of ν doesn't depend on the point z.
Theorem 4. Let A ⊂Ĉ be a measurable set. Then:
(here |A| denotes the spherical measure of A). In particular Eν(Ĉ) ∼ n(32− √ 2) 28 .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3, the proof is divided into two parts. First we use invariance of the model to reduce to a Kac-Rice integral, which we then compute in Section 4.2, using Fourier analysis.
4.1.
Reduction to a Kac-Rice integral. Let S 2 be the unit sphere in R 3 ∼ C × R and let us consider on it spherical coordinates (θ, φ) centered at the point (0, 1, 0) (notice that these are not the standard spherical coordinates, but with this choice the computations below simplify). Let also σ : S 2 \{(0, 0, 1)} → R 2 be the stereographic projection: , φ), y(θ, φ) ).
Let g(z) = g(x + iy) = |p(x + iy)/q(x + iy)| 2 − 1 and set:
Then ν(A) equals the number of solutions in the region R = {(θ, φ) | σ(θ, φ) ∈ A} of the system :
In particular, using the Kac-Rice formula as in Lemma 1:
where k is the Kac-Rice density:
andρ is the joint density of the random vector (g, ∂ φg , ∂ θg , ∂ 2 θg ) evaluated at (θ, φ). Using the invariance under rotation, we see that ∂ θ k = 0 and k = k(φ); moreover composingg with a rotation of an angle −φ + π/2 around the y-axis, we see that (as random variables):
In particular, still denoting byρ the joint density of (g, ∂ φg , ∂ θg , ∂ 2 θg )(0, π/2):
Recalling our definition ofg, we have:
In the chosen coordinates we have:
which substituted into (16) and (17) gives:
Using these equations into (15), we can write:
where now ρ denotes the joint density of (g(0), ∂ x g(0), ∂ y g(0), ∂ 2 x g(0)).
4.2.
Computation of the Kac-Rice integral. Notice now that the integral in (18) equals the Kac-Rice density at zero for the system of random equations:
Denoting by f = |p| 2 − |q| 2 , with probability one, the above system has the same solutions of the random system:
Hence their Kac-Rice densities at zero coincide, and:
whereρ is the joint density of the random variables
we have used the identities ∂ x = ∂ z + ∂ z and ∂ y = i(∂ z − ∂ z ) to compute the derivatives of f ).
We proceed now in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 3, keeping the notation close to it in order to stress analogies. Denoting by a = (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 ) and b = (b 0 , b 1 , b 2 ), we can write:
where now q is the Hermitian form:
Using the Fourier inversion formula, we can write:
For the explicit computation of F ± n we can again use [48, Eq. 4(a)] in this case with Q given by (19) and L = diag(1, n, n 2 ):
.
Notice that we can rewrite F + n F − n as:
Performing the s integration using residues, we obtain:
where:
Performing as well the t integration using residues:
where now:
Since F 3,n (u, w) is an even function of u we have:
For the u integration, we use the identity [19, Sec. 3 .754, # 2.]:
where K 0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the second kind. This results in:
Using Fubini's theorem and noticing that the integrand is an even function of h 1 , we have:
Using [19, Sec. 6 .561, #16.] to evaluate the inside integral, we have:
The change of variables v = nw, h 2 = τ n gives:
Applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to the sequence F 4,n (v/n), we see that:
Since the integrand is even in v, we have:
. (21) 4.3. End of the proof. We can now substitute the asymptotic (21) into (18) and obtain:
sin φ which substituted in (14) finally gives:
|A|.
Topology

5.1.
Arrangements and the nesting graph of a curve on the sphere. Given two manifold pairs (A 1 , B 1 ) and (A 2 , B 2 ), where each A i is a submanifold of B i , we say that they are Figure 3 . An arrangement of curves in R 2 and the associated rooted tree.
isotopic if there exists a homeomorphism ψ : B 1 → B 2 such that ψ restricts to a homeomorphism ψ| A 1 : A 1 → A 2 ; in this case we write:
In the case each A i is a real curve (possibly with many components) in a region B i ⊂ R 2 , the notion of isotopy for manifold pairs is stronger than just B 1 being homeomorphic to B 2 and A 1 to A 2 , because it depends on the way each A i is embedded in B i . The isotopy class of a manifold pair (A, B) is usually called an arrangement of A in B.
In the case of a curve C on the sphere S 2 , the arrangement (S 2 , C) is captured by the nesting graph T (S 2 , C), built in the following way. Vertices of the graph are the components of S 2 \C (by Alexander's duality [23, Theorem 3.44 ] the number of vertices is b 0 (C) + 1), and one edge runs between two components if and only if they have a (unique) common boundary. Since every component of C separates S 2 into two open contractible sets, the graph T (S 2 , C) is indeed a tree.
In the case of a curve C in the plane R 2 the nesting tree becomes a rooted tree (the root is the unique unbounded component of R 2 \C, see figure 3 ). Stereographic projection σ : S 2 \{p} → R 2 from one point p / ∈ C induces an isomorphism of graphs T (S 2 , C) T (R 2 , σ(C)) (the root of T (S 2 , C) is the component containing p).
It is not difficult to prove (and we will use this fact in the sequel) that the isomorphism class of trees (respectively of rooted trees) characterizes the isotopy class (S 2 , C) (respectively (R 2 , C)).
5.2.
Arrangements of rational lemniscates. Notice that the lemniscate {|p/q| = 1} can also be seen as the preimage of the unit circle S 1 ⊂Ĉ under the holomorphic map p/q = r :
We will say that the lemniscate is nondegenerate if the map r is transversal to S 1 (in other words, zero is a regular value of z → p(z)p(z) − q(z)q(z)). This implies that Γ consists of smooth components. The following upper bound on the number of components is well-known.
Proposition 5. Let Γ ⊂Ĉ be a nondegenerate rational lemniscate of degree n. Then Γ has at most n components.
Proof. The lemniscate Γ is the level set of the logarithmic potential ψ(z) := log |p(z)| − log |q(z)|. By the maximum principle, each component of Ω := {z ∈Ĉ : ψ(z) < 0} contains a zero of p(z), since ψ is a non-constant function vanishing on the boundary and harmonic except at the zeros of p. Each component of Γ is a boundary component of some component of Ω. Thus, the number of components of Γ is bounded by the number of components of Ω. Alternative proof: The rational function r :Ĉ →Ĉ defining Γ = r −1 (S 1 ) is a degree-n branched covering of the sphere, and hence for all w ∈Ĉ except finitely many points (the critical values of r) we have #r −1 (w) = n.
Since r is transversal to S 1 , if C 1 , . . . , C m are the components of Γ, then for every k = 1, . . . , m the restriction:
is a degree n k covering of the circle. Thus, if w ∈ S 1 we have:
which implies m ≤ n.
We will show that any arrangement of n many circles inĈ is isotopic to (Γ,Ĉ) for some rational lemniscate Γ of degree n. This type of result-that "what is possible topologically is possible rationally" has been observed in related problems, such as the inverse image of the real line under a rational function with real coefficients [8] (these results also resemble one for harmonic polynomial zero sets proved in [14, Thm. 1.3] ). The present case is certainly known among experts, but we were unable to find a reference specifically adapted to our purposes, so we provide a proof here. We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let Γ ⊂Ĉ be a nondegenerate rational lemniscate of degree n and C ∼ S 1 ⊂Ĉ be a circle such that Γ is contained in the region exterior to C. Then there exists a nondegenerate rational lemniscate Γ of degree n + 1 such that:
Proof. Consider thus p, q such that r = p/q :Ĉ →Ĉ is transversal to S 1 and:
Let z 0 be a point interior to C. It suffices to introduce a small component around z 0 disjoint from Γ. We will accomplish this by perturbing r with a simple pole. By possibly composing with a rotation we may assume that z 0 = 0, and by possibly exchanging the role of p and q we may also assume that |p(0)/q(0)| < 1. Consider the family of lemniscates:
Let also D = D(0, δ) be a small enough closed disk such that D∩Γ = ∅ (in particular |r(z)| < 1 for |z| = δ). We claim that for ε > 0 small enough, in the complement of D the lemniscate Γ ε has the same arrangement as Γ:
Notice thatĈ\D is itself a disk in the chart at infinity; on this chart the rational function r ε defining Γ ε = r −1 ε (S 1 ) is given by:
(the definition of h p and h q was given in (7)). It follows from (23) that on the diskD = {|w| ≤ 1/δ} the C 1 -norm of the difference r ε − r is a continuous function of ε and it is zero for ε = 0. Consequently r ε − r C 1 (D,C) can be made arbitrarily small and, since r is transversal to S 1 , for ε > 0 small enough r ε is also transversal to it. Moreover for such ε the maps r|D and r ε |D are homotopic, and by Thom's Isotopy Lemma [37] (see also [20, Section 1.5]):
Finally in the disk D there must be exactly one component of Γ ε . Such component must exist because |r ε (0)| = ∞ and for ε > 0 small enough we also have |r ε (z)| < 1 for all |z| = δ. Moreover, since Γ ε has degree n + 1, it has at most n + 1 components (by Proposition 5), n of which are already inD. Hence, (D, Γ ε ∩ D) ∼ (D, S 1 ), which together with (24) implies (22) (the trees T (Ĉ, Γ ε ) and T (Ĉ, Γ ∪ C) are isomorphic).
For the nondegeneracy of Γ ε , we have already chosen ε small enough so that r ε |D is transversal to S 1 , and it remains to show that we can take ε > 0 (possibly even smaller) in order to have r ε | D also transversal to S 1 . It suffices to show that the holomorphic derivative r ε (z) does not vanish on the component of Γ ε contained in D. Since r is holomorphic in a neighborhood of D, then |r | < c 1 on D, for some c 1 < ∞. By assumption |r(z)| < c 0 < 1 on the disk D, and in order for z to solve |r(z) + ε/z| = 1 we must have |z| < ε 1−c 0 . Indeed, this follows from:
Since c 0 , c 1 are fixed, we can choose ε > 0 small enough so that:
Thus, on the component of Γ ε in the disk D we have:
and in particular ε |z| 2 > c 1 . This implies that r ε (z) = 0, since
Hence r ε is transversal to S 1 . Proposition 7. Let A ⊂Ĉ be a curve consisting of a disjoint union of n many circles. Then there exists a nondegenerate lemniscate Γ of degree n such that:
Proof. The proof is by induction, and Lemma 6 provides the inductive step. Let Λ ⊂ C be a nondegenerate rational lemniscate with rooted tree T = T (C, Λ) and consider the tree T obtained by adding one edge (and consequently one vertex) to a leaf of T ; then Lemma 6 guarantees that there exists a nondegenerate rational lemniscate Λ ⊂ C whose rooted tree T (C, Λ ) is isomorphic to T . Now in order to construct Γ using the above inductive step consider the stereographic projection σ :Ĉ\{p} → C from a point p not on A and denote by T the rooted tree of (C, σ(A)). Since T can be built starting from the root adding one leaf at a time, the result then follows.
The statement in Proposition 7 and the inductive procedure on a nesting tree resembles the topological classification of so-called "algebraic droplets" (another class of real-algebraic curves with a special connection to potential theory) provided recently by S-Y. Lee and N. Makarov [31] .
5.3.
Local arrangement of a random lemniscate. We introduce the following notation: given a closed disk D ⊂ R 2 and a C 1 map f : D → C we define:
where as a norm for the Jacobian matrix Jf (z) we take (all norms in R 2×2 are equivalent):
Notice that the natural inclusion
Moreover if D ⊂ C and f is holomorphic, then writing z = x + iy and f (z) = (u(z), v(z)) we have:
and in particular:
The resulting topology on C 1 (D, C) is the Withney topology (recall that since D is compact the weak and the strong topologies on C 1 (D, C) in the sense of [24, Chapter 2.1] coincide).
Theorem 8. Let A ⊂ R 2 be a curve consisting of finitely man circles and fix ρ > 0. Given
There exists a constant a > 0 (independent of both z and n) such that for a random lemniscate Γ of degree n we have
Proof. First we notice that, by invariance of the model, it is enough to prove the statement for the special case z = 0 (thinking of the Riemann sphere as S 2 Ĉ ). By Proposition 7, there exist polynomials α,
for some R > 0 (here D(0, R) denotes the closed disk {|z| ≤ R}). By possibly scaling α/β by a constant we may assume that R = 1; moreover Proposition 7 also guarantees that the equation | α β | = 1 is regular, i.e. zero is a regular value of the function ϕ = |α| 2 − |β| 2 = αᾱ − ββ. We will need the following lemma; in the lemma and throughout the rest of the proof we will let D denote the closed unit disk D(0, 1).
of β and δ > 0 such that for everyα ∈ U α andβ ∈ U β and for every pair of polynomials g 1 , g 2 whose C 1 (D, C)-norms are bounded by δ we have:
Proof. 
and this proves the claim.
Let now f (z) = |p(z)| 2 − |q(z)| 2 and consider the rescaling:
Notice now that the statement of the theorem for f | Dn(0) is equivalent to the same statement for F | int(D) , i.e. it suffices to prove that for some a > 0 (independent of n) we have:
We will write the (rescaled) random polynomial p in the form:
and similarly for q:
(the choice of the integer will be determined below using Lemma 10) . By Lemma 9, if the six events
all occur, then we have the desired isotopy:
Thus, it suffices to bound from below (by a positive constant independent of n) the probability of the intersection of these events, and since they are independent we may consider each event separately. In order to control the probability of E 1,3 and E 2,3 , we use the next lemma.
Lemma 10. Consider a random polynomial R ,n of the form:
where a +1 , . . . , a n are independent and distributed as a k ∼ N C (0, n k ). Then there exists c > 0 and an integer L > 0 such that for all n ≥ ≥ L we have:
Proof. Since R = R ,n is holomorphic, recall (from equation (25) ) that for every z we can write:
In particular for |z| ≤ 1 we can estimate:
where in the last step we have used the fact that
Hence by Markov's inequality:
Since the series
can be made arbitrarily small, and the statement follows.
Choosing now = L (where L is given by the previous Lemma applied to the random polynomials P 3 and Q 3 ) in the decompositions (26) and (27) , the Lemma implies that the probabilities of E 1,3 and E 2,3 are each bounded from below by a nonzero constant.
For the probabilities of the remaining events we argue as follows. Since d and L are fixed (they only depend on the polynomials α, β), and
converge (as n → ∞) to fixed Gaussian vectors with (nondegenerate) covariance structure. both equal the nonzero Gaussian measure (again, with respect to the limit probability distribution) of the set:
(the measure of U is nonzero because it contains a non-empty open set).
5.4.
The number of components of a random lemniscate. As a consequence of Theorem 8 and Proposition 5 we derive the following corollary (see Remark 4 for an improvement of the upper bound using Theorem 4).
Corollary 11.
There exists a constant c 1 > 0 such that:
Proof. The upper bound Eb 0 (Γ) ≤ n follows from Proposition 5.
For the lower bound we argue as follows. Let D n (z 1 ), . . . , D n (z m ) be open disjoint disks on the sphere, each one of radius n −1/2 ; notice that with this choice of the radius, we can take m = cn (a fraction of n). Let also A = S 1 ⊂ R 2 be the unit circle; by the previous theorem there exists a > 0 such that for every k = 1, . . . , m the probability that (D n (z k ), Γ ∩ D n (z k )) ∼ (R 2 , S 1 ) is bounded below by a. In particular, for every k = 1, . . . , m the curve Γ has one component entirely contained in D n (z k ) with probability a > 0. Since the disks are disjoint, we thus have:
E{number of components of Γ in D n (z k )} ≥ cn k=1 a ≥ c 1 n, with c 1 > 0.
Remark 4 (Improving the upper bound). As a consequence of Theorem 4 we can prove that the average number of connected components satisfies the upper bound: (28) Eb 0 (Γ) ≤ c 2 n + o(n) with c 2 = 32 − √ 2 56 ≈ 0.5461...
In order to prove this recall that the number of meridian tangents ν(Γ) counts the number of critical points of the map h| Γ : Γ → S 1 (defined in (13)). Every component of Γ not looping around the origin has at least two meridian tangents, and hence we have:
Eν(Γ) + E#{number of components of Γ looping around the origin}.
The number of components of Γ looping around the origin can be estimated by the number of points of intersection of Γ with an arc of a great circle going from the origin to infinity, and using the Integral Geometry Formula and Theorem 3 the average number of such points can be estimated by O( √ n). This is thus a lower order term and (28) follows from the asymptotic for E ν(Γ) provided by Theorem 4.
Appendix: Comparison with real plane Kostlan curves
A real plane Kostlan curve is a random algebraic curve in the real projective plane RP 2 . The random defining polynomial is built using coefficients that are independent real Gaussians with multinomial variances: (29) p(x, y, z) = This model is also invariant under an orthogonal change of coordinates and has been studied in [16, 17, 18, 44] . Alternatively one can consider the curve C defined by the same equation on the sphere S 2 ⊂ R 3 : C = {(x, y, z) ∈ S 2 : p(x, y, z) = 0}.
Proposition 12. The average number of meridian tangents of a Kostlan random curve (on S 2 ) equals:
Proof. (Sketch) The proof proceed in the exact same way as for the proof of Theorem 4, except that we use now the stereographic projection from the sphere S 2 ⊂ R 3 to the plane {z = 1}. We thus obtain: and since the entries of V are independent Gaussians with mean and variances given by (29) , we see that:
√ n e Consequently the result follows from the elementary evaluation:
